Looking over the works of talented Jimmy Nasir are Mr and Mrs Brian Harley with the mother of the artist, Mrs A, Nasir of Knockeys Lagoon.

A sole of paintings by Darwin artist Jimmy Nasir yesterday raised $100 for Malaysian castaway Ali Bin Pawero.

About seven of the 19 paintings offered for sale were sold, and brought off.

All appeals to Immigration Minister Billy Sweden to let Ali stay in Australia have been rejected.

Mr Flooden has ordered that Ali be deported back to Malaysia "as soon as possible."

But because he was not allowed to work Ali had no money. He landed in Australia after his ship, the Capesaurin, sank in mysterious circumstances.

Ali was locked in Planckie Bay Gaol for some time, but was later released because his religion prevented him from eating most of the food he was served.
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$100 from art sale for Ali

550 new street numbers for Darwin suburbs

About 550 houses in Fannie Bay and Parap have been given new street numbers as part of a Darwin-wide campaign by the Northern Territory Administration.

The central city area, and a small part of Nightcliff, are the only areas still to be given numbers before the campaign is completed.

The numbering is continuing in Parap and the streets in the area, particularly in such streets which new books have been opened, and where original numbers have been allocated in 1934.

Fannie Bay and Parap householders affected by the new changes will receive individual letters telling them of their new numbers.

The new allocations make the Fannie Bay post box No. East Point Road.

However, mail to the gaol should still be addressed to its private box number.

Darin postmaster Mr Keith Smith said all box holders should continue to use their box number, rather than their new street numbers, as a postal address.
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